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ABSTRACT This paper presents a comparative study of the proportional-integral-based (PI-based)
synchronous current control strategy with derivative-feedback-based active damping and the finite-control-
set model-predictive-control-based (FCS-MPC-based) synchronous current control strategy with cost-
function-based active damping. For a fair comparison, the sensor requirement and the average switching
frequency of FCS-MPC aremade equivalent to that of the pulse-width-modulation-based counterpart through
internal model estimation and control sampling frequency adjustment. The comparative study considers
gain/weighting-factor tuning, delay compensation, switching harmonics, and active damping performance
at the critical frequency operating point. The overall performance of both schemes is validated through
the same experimental setup and test scenarios. The results conclude that the emerging FCS-MPC has
the potential to produce similar results as the classical PI-based counterpart while carrying some practical
features. These include being intuitive in active damping design and tuning, guaranteeing fast dynamics, and
being sufficiently robust to grid impedance shifting. These findings essentially justify the potential of model
predictive control being a viable alternative for this area of application.

INDEX TERMS Model predictive control, cost function, LCL filter, active damping, derivative voltage
feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION
Grid-connected voltage source converter (VSC) is the main
mechanism to interface distributed generation with the power
grid. It is well established that the power density and effi-
ciency improvement of the power converter system can
be improved by removing the physical damper resistance.
However, it is known that the actual implementation of the
damper-free system (e.g. a VSC with an LCL filter) would,
due to inherent computational and PWM delays and with
improperly tuned gain parameters, suffer from filter reso-
nance or control instability [1].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving
it for publication was Alfeu J. Sguarezi Filho.

Two current strategies are possible: converter current con-
trol and grid current control. Converter current control will
be the focus here as it carries the advantage of only requiring
one set of current sensors to realize both current control
and over-current protection [2]. Depending on which cur-
rent control strategy, slightly different active damping con-
trol design applies. In general, control-based active damping
techniques can be categorized, according to [1], as single-
loop and multi-loop techniques. In essence, the former is
about improving the gain/phase margin of the delayed sys-
tem through the introduction of filters being inserted in
series with the forward-path controllers (i.e. main current
controllers). It includes e.g. notch filter [3]–[5] and lead-lag
compensator [7]. The latter appears mostly in the form of
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feedback-path controllers/filters with multi-loop [7]–[16] or
single-loop [17]–[21] feedback structure. Examples include
the capacitor-voltage-based discrete derivative feedback and
its variants [7]–[9], capacitor-current-based proportional
feedback and its variants [10]–[15], lead-lag network [2]
and biquad filter [16], virtual impedance damping and its
variants [17]–[21], passivity-based approach [16], internal
model based approach [22], and combination of notch filter
and derivative feedback [5]. Moreover, hybrid passive-active
damping, which is particularly relevant for weak grid appli-
cations, are also available [23], [24]. The analysis tools
involved are essentially the frequency-domain methods, such
as root locus, bode diagram and Nyquist plot. About the main
current controllers, proportional-integral [3], [7], [16] and
proportional-resonant [12], [13], [17] controllers are com-
mon. Note also that there are active damping controls for
higher-order filters [22], [23] but the focus of this work will
be on the standard LCL solution.

In recent years, the emerging model predictive con-
trol (MPC) has been studied actively in conjunction with
grid-connected converters with LCL filters (with and with-
out active damping consideration) [25]–[31]. Its unique-
ness include the time-domain approach, predictive nature,
and cost-function-based control feature. Two basic vari-
ants of MPC with active-damping consideration have been
reported to date: finite-control-set (FCS) MPC [25]–[29]
and continuous-control-set (CCS) MPC [30]. Authors
in [25]–[28] have investigated the possibilities of appending
the virtual resistance based active damping techniques to
FCS-MPC. Specifically, [26] focuses on low-frequency long-
horizon finite-control-set MPC meant for medium-voltage
grids. FCS-MPC schemes with two prediction horizons that
simultaneously control three-vector-variables (i.e. complex
variables) consisting the converter current vector, grid cur-
rent vector, and capacitor voltage vectors, are proposed
in [27], [29]. On the other hand, [28] showed that a two-
vector-variables cost function can readily provide active
damping without virtual-resistance method, and that the
converter switching frequency can be directly manipulated
through aweighted cost function. The results in [30] have also
supported the finding on cost-function-based active damping
– a two-vector cost function that considers both the inverter
current and voltage input can provide the necessary active
damping effect.

Despite the above establishment, the relative control and
active damping performance between the MPC schemes
with unique cost-function-based active damping capability
(e.g. the two-vector cost function in [28], [30] and the
three-vector cost function in [27], [29]) and the existing
frequency-domain-based state of the arts [6]–[16] have
never been comprehensively compared. This paper intends
to contribute to this aspect by designing and assessing
the two inverter current control strategies from these cate-
gories on a common hardware setting, i.e. the same filter
parameters, microprocessor, converter setup, and operating
points. The assessment will include their design principle,

active damping level, tracking performance, and robustness.
In the FCS-MPC-based control strategy, the inverter cur-
rent control and active damping will be commonly realized
through the cost function; in the second control strategy,
the inverter current control is realized through PI controllers
while the active damping is achieved through derivative-
capacitor-voltage-based mechanism (known as D-PI-PWM
control in this paper) [8]–[10]. From the existing FCS-MPC
schemes [27]–[29], [31], it is established that the typical con-
trol schemes, owing to full state requirement, would require
more sensors than the classical state-of-the-art techniques.
This work exploits the internal predictive model to achieve
sensor-count reduction, ensuring a fair comparison. On the
other hand, for D-PI-PWM control, frequency-domain design
analysis and symmetrical optimum tuning will be used for the
control design. A simple yet effective discrete derivative con-
troller based on hardware oversampling capability has been
designed here to approximate the continuous-time derivative
controller. Apart from the design methodology, the steady-
state and transient performance, active damping performance,
and the effect of grid-impedance shifting will be analyzed and
compared.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the design of FCS-MPC with cost-function-based
active damping. Section III describes the design of the PI
control scheme with derivative-capacitor-voltage-feedback-
based active damping. Section IV shows and analyzes
selected simulation results of both control schemes. SectionV
presents the experimental results and summarizes the com-
parison. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. FCS-MPC STRATEGY
A. PREDICTIVE MODEL AND COST FUNCTION
A grid-connected two-level VSC with an LCL filter is shown
in Fig. 1. The system is modelled in the synchronous ref-
erence frame as the theoretical MPC is typically derived
based on DC variables regulation/tracking. To start with,
the continuous-time state-space model of the system is given
by:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+ B1u(t)+ B2v(t) (1)

with

A =



−
R1
L1

2π f ∗g 0 0 −
1
L1

0

−2π f ∗g −
R1
L1

0 0 0 −
1
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0 0 −
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FIGURE 1. A voltage source inverter with an LCL filter and a constant DC
source.

TABLE 1. System and control parameters.

B2 =

[
0 0 −1

/
L2 0 0 0

0 0 0 −1
/
L2 0 0

]T
where x is the state vector consisting the converter current
variable i1, grid current variable i2, and filter capacitor volt-
age variable vc, i.e. x = [i1d i1q i2d i2q vcd vcq]T; y is the
output vector containing i1 and vc, i.e. y = [i1d i1q vcd vcq]T;
u is the control input set consisting the converter output
voltage uc, i.e. u = [ucducq]T; v is the disturbance vector
consisting of the grid voltage variable vg, i.e. v = [vgdvgq]T.
A, B1, and B2, are the time-invariant (practically) state-,
input-, and disturbance-coefficients. Note that the grid-side
and converter-side parasitic resistances R1 and R2, which are
usually very small in value, are nevertheless included here for
generality. f ∗g is the rated grid frequency. Parameters of the
whole system considered in this work are listed in Table 1.
Subsequently, full-order discretization technique is applied
here to obtain the discrete state-space model:

xk+1 = Fxk +G1uk +G2vk (2)

where

F = eAT

G1 = A−1(F− I)B1

G2 = A−1(F− I)B2

Since A, B1, and B2 are time-variant, F, G1, and G2 can be
readily computed using numerous software packages (Matlab
is used in this case).

FIGURE 2. Finite-control-set model predictive converter current control
with cost-function-based active damping.

In the beginning of every sampling instant, the mea-
sured phase variables will be first transformed through the
decoupling transformation (3) to produce the stationary-axis
variables (with zero-sequence component omitted), fol-
lowed by the rotational transformation (4) to produce the
synchronous-axis variables:

fαβ,k =
[
fα,k
fβ,k

]
=

2
3

 1 −
1
2

−
1
2

0

√
3
2

−

√
3
2


 fa,kfb,k
fc,k

 (3)

fk =
[
fd,k
fq,k

]
=

[
cos θs,k sin θs,k
− sin θs,k cos θs,k

] [
fα,k
fβ,k

]
(4)

where θs is the instantaneous grid voltage’s angular position
provided by the phase-locked loop (PLL); fa, fb, and fc are
the generic phase variables (only two phases are measured
while the third phase is calculated by exploiting the isolated
neutral property); fα and fβ are the stationary-axis variables;
k subscript indicates the sampling instant. fαβ and f are the
generic stationary-axis and synchronous-axis space-vector
variables. The converter phase voltages can be obtained from
the switching state as below:

ui =
Vdc
3

 2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2

 sasb
sc

 (5)

where si = [0, 1], i = a, b, or c.
Expression (2) is used to predict the state variables at the

first prediction horizon using the state variable feedbacks and
the grid voltage feedbacks, and the prediction can be repeated
for the second horizon and onwards. However, to avoid expo-
nential growth of the real-time computational complexity,
both the control and prediction horizons are limited to only
one. Unlike the control horizon, the prediction horizon can be
made longer than one without incurring an exponential (only
linear) increase in computational burden, but it was found
out in the simulation study that increasing the prediction
horizon does not lead to an appreciable improvement in the
converter current tracking or the active damping performance.
In addition, it is worth highlighting that if grid current control
is desired, a minimum of two (or three, depending on what
discretization technique is used) prediction horizons is nec-
essary. Fig. 2 shows the schematic for the FCS-MPC scheme
considered here.
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The cost function that considers all the predicted variables
is shown below [27]–[29]:

min
u

J = w1(i∗1d,k+1 − i1d,k+1)
2
+ w1(i∗1q,k+1 − i1q,k+1)

2

+w2(v∗cd,k+1−vcd,k+1)
2
+ w2(v∗cq,k+1−vcq,k+1)

2

+w3(i∗2d,k+1 − i2d,k+1)
2
+ w3(i∗2q,k+1 − i2q,k+1)

2

(6)

The choice of weighting factors in this work is illustrated
below. The LCL network with unconnected capacitor neu-
tral has two degrees of freedom, i.e. only two variables can
be independently controlled if voltages at the two ends of
the filter network are fully controllable. However, since the
grid voltage is not controllable, only one degree of freedom
remains. The control problem hence reduces to a SISO form.
In principle, the cost function should then be reduced to
consist only the converter current error while maintaining
the ability to ensure error-free tracking (average). However,
the resulted performance will not be satisfactory due to filter
resonance, as confirmed by the simulation and experimental
results (in next sections).

For an LCL-VSC system with closed-loop converter cur-
rent control structure, two resonant frequencies are relevant:

fL1CL ′2 =
1
2π

√
L1 + L ′2
L1CL ′2

and fL ′2C =
1
2π

1√
L ′2C

(7)

where L ′2 is the total grid-side inductance. To achieve cost-
function-based active damping, the controller must be able to
account for the presence of the resonant harmonics of either
the capacitor voltage or the grid current within the prediction
horizons. If either of them is regulated, then the resonance
will be suppressed. In this work, the capacitor voltage error
is chosen because the sensor requirement is the same as that
in the classical D-PI-PWM control:

min
u
J = (i∗1d,k+1 − i1d,k+1)

2
+ (i∗1q,k+1 − i1q,k+1)

2

+w2(v∗cd,k+1 − vcd,k+1)
2
+ w2(v∗cq,k+1 − vcq,k+1)

2

(8)

It can be noticed that once w1 is set to one then w2 is the
only weighting factor left for tuning. Note also that (8) is
similar to one of the state-variable combinations considered
in [28] but is different from those in [27], [29] in which
three-vector variables are considered. In the simulation study
(Section IV), it will be shown thatw2 can be set to a very high
value, e.g. up to and beyond 100, and the closed-loop control
continues to work well. However, this behavior cannot be
replicated in the experiment. It is found that the range of
usable w2 weighting factor is significantly reduced and the
cause of such discrepancy is deduced to be the existence
measurement errors and noises. This observation hints that
analytical tuning of weighing factor tuning (which is one of
the recent research trends for various power electronic appli-
cations) will only be relevant if the non-ideal phenomenon is

accurately modelled in the predictive model. This is however
beyond the intended scope of this paper but is indeed one
recommended future work. Next, the setting of the variable
references, which is relevant to ensure current control and
active damping, is considered.

The standard operational practice of compensating the fil-
ter’s reactive power applies here and this requires the setting
of the future converter current references (that are assumed
constant throughout the prediction horizon) in the following
manner:

i∗1,k+1 = i∗1,k = i∗2,k + jωsC · v̂c,k (9)

where ωs = 2π f ∗g . Eq. (9) is essentially meant to real-
ize an indirect grid current control. One known drawback
(as compared to the direct grid current control method) is
that the capacitance value of the filter capacitor and the
grid’s synchronous frequency value are required for the ref-
erence calculation. The synchronous frequency value can be
obtained accurately through the PLL. The filter capacitance,
on the other hand, usually only deviates rather insignificantly
throughout the operation.

In order to avoid the resonance harmonics in transient to
appear directly in the converter current reference, the capac-
itor voltage should first be low-pass-filtered:

v̂c,k =
(

Fs
Fs + Fc

)
v̂c,k−1 +

(
Fc

Fs + Fc

)
vc,k (10)

Fs is the control sampling frequency and Fc is the digital
low-pass filter’s cut-off frequency which should be chosen
lower than the resonant frequency. Grid current reference i∗2,k
is supplied from the outer active and reactive power control
loop (not used here though).

Next, the steady-state capacitor voltage reference can be
obtained by applying Kirchoff’s voltage law at the L2C
network:

v∗c,k+1 = v∗c,k = R2i∗2,k + jωsL2i
∗

2,k + vg,k (11)

where the grid voltage needs to be assumed constant through-
out the prediction horizon. With the above reference setting,
FCS-MPC’s cost function is expected to achieve the converter
current tracking while being able to suppress the filter reso-
nance.

B. SENSOR COUNT REDUCTION
The existing FCS-MPC schemes with cost-function-based
active damping [27]–[29] typically use four sets of sensors
(a minimum of two sets of voltage sensors and two sets of
current sensors, with the sensor count being eight) while
the frequency-domain techniques with capacitor-voltage-
feedback-based active damping use primarily three sets of
sensors (a minimum of two sets of voltage sensors and one set
of current sensors, with the sensor count being six) [7]–[9].
In this work, it will be shown that the grid current feedback
in (2) can be readily provided by the internally estimated
grid current variable, serving as an unmeasurable feedback,
as already depicted in Fig. 2. At k th sampling instant, the
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grid current state variable i2,k|k (i.e. i2d,k and i2q,k ) will
be obtained from the previously estimated values, i2,k|k−1.
It has been verified in the simulation that the FCS-MPC
scheme produces identical results (in ideal, simulation envi-
ronment) as compared to the one with sensor measurement;
hence, all the subsequent simulation and experimental studies
have been obtained with the proposed reduced-sensor-count
simplification. This ensures a fair comparison in terms of
hardware requirement.

C. COMPUTATIONAL AND PWM DELAY COMPENSATION
MPC implementation in power electronic applications, owing
to non-negligible computational time, is often accompanied
by one-step digital implementation delay [27]–[30]. The stan-
dard way of delay compensation is through the one-step-
ahead estimation where, in the start of every k th control cycle,
the state variables at k th sampling instant xk , together with the
previously chosen optimal voltage vector uk (to be precise,
being uk|k−1), will be used to estimate the state variables
at (k + 1)th prediction horizon xk+1. Then, the full MPC
algorithm is initiated at the (k+1)th prediction horizon where
complete enumeration of the finite control inputs uk+1 takes
place. Cost function (8) will evaluate the cost errors based on
the predicted state variable xk+2. These steps are summarized
as follows:

First step : xk+1 = Fxk +G1uk +G2vk
Second step : xk+2 = Fxk+1 +G1uk+1 +G2vk+1 (12)

where

vk+1 = vk , uk = [uk ] =
[
uαβ,k · e−jθs

]
,

and

uk+1 = [uk+1] =
[
uαβ,k+1 · e−j(θs+ωsT )

]
Note that all actual voltage vectors shall be rotationally

transformed at (θs+ωsT ) rad to account for the inherent single
sampling delay where ωs is the angular frequency of the
grid voltage vector. At the end of the optimization cycle, the
switching state or the converter voltage vector that produces
the lowest cost in (8) will be selected and be actuated in the
beginning of (k + 1)th control cycle. With receding horizon
mechanism, the whole process will then be repeated at the
next control cycle.

III. D-PI-PWM CONTROL STRATEGY
A. OVERALL CONTROL SCHEMATIC
This work uses synchronous PI control with derivative-
capacitor-voltage feedback as the candidate for the compar-
ative study. Fig. 3a shows the overall D-PI-PWM control
block diagram.What follows briefly explains the tuning steps
required for the three gain parameters, Kp, τi, and Kad . The
converter voltage reference u∗αβ is obtained as follows:

u∗PI = F(s) · (i∗1 − i1)+ jωsL1i1
u∗αβ = u∗PI e

jθs + H (s) · vc,αβ (13)

FIGURE 3. (a) PI-based converter current control scheme with
derivative-feedback active damping. (R′2 + sL′2) is the sum of the filter’s
grid-side impedance and the equivalent grid impedance; (b) Inner loop
for active damping analysis.

with

F(s) = Kp

(
1+

1
τis

)
H (s) = sCKad

where θs is the synchronous reference frame’s angular posi-
tion obtained from PLL (as already explained in Section II-
A). The tuning steps can be summarized into two stages: first,
Kad value is selected based on pole placement through root
locus analysis; second, Kp and τi are selected by applying the
symmetrical optimum tuning method.

B. TUNING OF ACTIVE DAMPING AND MAIN
CURRENT CONTROLLERS
The effect of Kad gain on active damping can be analyzed
by applying the root locus analysis on the open-loop transfer
function of the active-damping control loop. The worst-case
scenario is assumed in which all filter parasitic resistances
are assumed zero/negligible. Based on Fig. 3b, the open-loop
transfer function is:

TOL =
KadGd s

L1
(
s2 + ω2

res
) (14)

where

ωres=

√
L1+L2
L2L1C

and Gd=e−Td s≈
1−Td s

/
2+ T 2

d s
2
/
36

1+Td s
/
2+ T 2

d s
2
/
36

For further analysis, delay Gd can be approximated by
the second-order Padé approximants and Td is essentially
1.5Ts [1]. Eq. (14) is discretized (e.g. through zero-order-hold
in numerical software package) and the discrete-time root loci
in Fig. 4 is obtainable. Fig. 4a shows the case with the equiva-
lent grid reactance assumed zero. This means only the filter’s
grid-side impedance exists at the output stage. As expected,
it is shown clearly that after the maximum allowable Kad the
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FIGURE 4. Effect of shifting effective grid impedance, L′2 = L2 + Lg, on the
active damping loop: (left) Lg = 0 mH, (right) Lg = 0.5L2.

closed-loop system will become unstable. Fig. 4b is meant
to illustrate the effect of non-zero grid reactance or varying
grid impedance cases on Kad margin (a.k.a. Kad,max here).
The equivalent grid reactance is assumed to be 50% of the
filter grid-side impedance and it can be noticed that Kad,max
has reduced significantly (from 53 to 35). Therefore, the rec-
ommended Kad range is about 5 to 10, with the upper limit
meant for providing margin for Lg variation. With this range
(and with Lg = 0), the dominant poles should have a damping
coefficient within the range of 0.1 to 0.29.

It is well known that sampling-based implementation of
the derivative term requires additional design consideration
on ensuring stability while keeping the phase margin and
stability. Numerous works have been developed in the past:
backward-Euler discrete derivative [7], lead/lag compen-
sator [2], biquad digital filter [16], quadrature-second-order
generalized integrator [8], indirect non-ideal generalized inte-
grator [32], and other hybrid methods [9]. However, this work
adopts a significantly simpler but equally accurate approach
– one that exploits the hardware oversampling capability into
closely approximating the derivative term. The differentiator
is oversampled and implemented with backward-Euler dis-
cretization at ten times the main control sampling frequency
Fs. Low-pass filter(s) are then appended to improve the sta-
bility at high frequency (i.e. to keep the overall gain below
0 dB at the phase crossover frequency).

H1(s) = sCKad

(
ωc

s+ ωc

)m
(15)

m is the number of first-order low-pass filters, and a max-
imum of 2 is considered here. The recommended cut-off
frequencies fc should be significantly higher than the nominal
resonant frequency (i.e. with Lg = 0). In this work, a value
of 6.25 kHz (i.e. about 10Fres) is recommended here. Bode
diagram of H1(s) for m = 1 and 2, together with H (s) from
(12) and another well-established lead compensator con-
troller H2(s) (obtained from [15]), are summarized in Fig. 5.
H2 takes the form of KadCωres(s+ kf ωres)/(kf s+ ωres) with
kf =

√
[(1 − sinϕres)/(1 + sinϕres)]. It can be seen that,

below the resonant frequency of 634 Hz, gain and phase
characteristics for bothH1 closely resembles that ofH , closer
than that of H2. The close resemblance also means that the

proposed H1 can deal with the shifting of Lg (i.e. lowering of
resonant frequency, as shown in Fig. 4b). The proposed H1 is
valid for the resonant frequency within the range defined by
the critical frequency Fs/6 and Nyquist frequency Fs/2.

Owing to ten-time oversampling implementation, the ratio
of computational frequency of the backward-Euler dis-
crete derivative implementation to resonant frequency Fres
is 40. With this large value, it can be known that the
discrete-time difference equation implementation will pre-
serve the discrete-time frequency characteristics near and
below Fres, somewhat similar to what has been shown
in Fig. 5. Note that the 25 kHz sampling frequency only
applies to capacitor voltage measurement, the discrete deriva-
tive calculation, and the cascaded first-order low-pass filter
calculations. It means for every tenth set of these calculations,
the main current control controller and PWM will only be
executed once. In the subsequent implementation, H1(s) with
m = 2 is therefore chosen as the candidate for implemen-
tation. The chosen cascaded low-pass filter (implemented at
10Fs Hz) effectively provides a simple, second-order noise
filtering to the experimental measurement noise.

FIGURE 5. Bode diagrams for the (black, solid line) perfect
differentiator H , (long-dashed line) oversampled-differentiator with
single low-pass filters H1, (long-short-dashed line)
oversampled-differentiator with cascaded low-pass filters H1, and
(short-dashed line) lead compensator H2 [7].

Tuning of the PI gains is due for consideration: symmet-
rical optimum tuning [6] is applied here. The approximation
can be done by assuming an L inductor and ignoring the pres-
ence of C capacitor. The plant model can then be reduced to
a first-order nature. With the sampling-based implementation
at Fs approximated as a first-order delay, the plant can be
modelled as:

TCL (s) =
1

sLT (T1s+ 1)
(16)

LT = (L1 + L2) and T1 = 1/Fs. Then, the PI gains can be
estimated using the symmetrical optimum tuning [7]:

Kp =
LT
aT1

τi = a2T1 (17)

The standard recommended range of a is 2 to 4 [7], and a
value of 4 is used to obtain the initial estimate of Kp and Ki
values. Then, they are slightly fine-tuned in the experiments
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FIGURE 6. FCS-MPC – active damping performance for w2 being 0, 10, 20,
50, 100, and 150 in every consecutive fundamental period (start from
0.2s). Grid current references are i∗2d =

∗

2q= 0 A.

FIGURE 7. D-PI-PWM control – active damping is activated at 0.22s by
setting Kad as 5. Grid current references are i∗2d = 4 A and i∗2q = 0 A.

to account for the model error due to the presence of non-zero
Lg. Lastly, the converter current reference is obtained in
the same manner as the FCS-MPC counterpart, i.e. through
reactive power compensation principle.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. SYSTEM PARAMETERS
The system parameters used in the simulation and experimen-
tal setup are listed in Table 1. With limited DC power supply,
the experiments are conducted with a three-phase 208V-50Hz
grid using a variac and an isolation 1-Y transformer. All the
measured current and voltage variables are normalized to the
base values. This necessitates base values to be appropriately
introduced in the state, control input, and disturbance input
state-matrices in (1)-(2), and in the capacitor voltage and
converter current references setting in (7)-(14).

B. STEADY-STATE, TRANSIENT, AND ACTIVE DAMPING
PERFORMANCE
Fig. 6 shows the impacts of different weighting factor w2
value on the active damping performance. Throughout the
test, the d-axis grid current reference is set to 4 A, i.e. inject-

FIGURE 8. FCS-MPC – transient performance with the default setting
(Table 1). i∗2d is stepped from 0 to 4 A at time 0.1 s; then, i∗2q is stepped
from 0 to 4 A at time 0.14 s. w2 is set as 100.

ing active power to the grid. Before time 0.22 s, the active
damping is off and it can be seen clearly that despite a
regulated converter current (i.e. remains sinusoidal in shape),
the grid current and the capacitor voltage contain a domi-
nant resonance harmonic that corresponds to L2C resonant
frequency (confirmed by FFT). As the weighting factor w2
changes to 10, the resonance is damped slightly but large
distortions are still present. As w2 changes from 10 to higher
values, the resonance then reduces to a sufficiently low level.
On other hand, a similar test is done for the D-PI-PWM con-
trol scheme (based on the controller design and gain setting
recommended in Section III) with Kad changed from 0 to 5 at
0.22 s. Fig. 7 demonstrates that the active damping functions
as expected. It is obvious that the multivariable cost-function-
based active damping of FCS-MPC has a much smaller
time constant as compared to that of D-PI-PWM, and that
their nature of undamped resonance is somewhat different
(Figs. 6–7, before 0.22 s, being marginally stable in the
former versus being unstable in the latter).

On the other hand, the transient performances of FCS-MPC
(with w2 = 100) and D-PI-PWM (with a = 4 and Kad = 5)
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Two step-changes
are introduced for FCS-MPC scheme: d-axis grid current
reference steps from 0 to 4 A at 0.1 s (0.2 s for D-PI-PWM);
then, q-axis grid current reference steps from 0 to 4A at 0.14 s
(0.24 s for D-PI-PWM). The results clearly demonstrate the
high-quality dynamic performance of FCS-MPC as, unlike
those for D-PI-PWM scheme, no low-order oscillation is seen
after each stepping.

C. CRITICAL FREQUENCY CONSIDERATION
Performance of the FCS-MPC scheme at the critical oper-
ating point is analyzed next. Critical frequency is defined
as 1/(4Td ) where Td is the total time delay. D-PI-PWM
control has a digital implementation delay of 1.5Ts [1]–[22]
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FIGURE 9. D-PI-PWM control – transient performance. i∗2d is stepped
from 0 to 4 A at time 0.2 s; then, i∗2q is stepped from 0 to 4 A at time
0.24 s. Kad is set as 5.

FIGURE 10. FCS-MPC control – critical frequency consideration.
(a) C = 70 µF , i.e. Fres = 415 Hz (<Fcrit_MPC ) and (b) C = 20 µF , i.e.
Fres = 777 Hz (>Fcrit_MPC ). Same reference and w2 settings as those
in Fig. 8.

hence its critical frequency Fcrit_PWM is 417 Hz. On the
other hand, FCS-MPC has a delay of Ts (without the 0.5Ts
PWM delay) hence its critical frequency Fcrit_MPC is esti-
mated to be 625Hz (based on the established understand-
ing from frequency-domain techniques without taking into
account the effect of predictive-based delay compensation).
The capacitance C used for the case in Section IV-B is 30
µF and the resonant frequency Fres = 634 Hz. This means
that Figs. 6 and 8 essentially correspond to the operating
point of Fres ≈ Fcrit_MPC . In addition, Fig. 10 shows the

results for two more cases of resonance frequencies: 415 Hz
(<Fcrit_MPC ) and 777 Hz (>Fcrit_MPC ). These resonance
frequencies are obtained by setting C as 70 µF and 20 µF.
It is clearly shown that FCS-MPC, whose delay has been
accurately compensated using the one-step-ahead estimation,
can seemingly perform better throughout the resonant fre-
quency ranges and across the critical frequency. This is a
somewhat different behavior as compared to the standard
frequency-domain techniques. The existing theoretical under-
standing on D-PI-PWM control reveals that the active damp-
ing performance would deteriorate at the critical frequency
operating point and more-robust compensation techniques
such as that in [11], [12], [14] would usually be needed (but
this is beyond the scope of this work).With the above finding,
the experimental investigation will proceed with the setting of
C = 30 µF - being common for both control schemes. This
is an interesting operating point to consider as Fres (= 634
Hz) is located above Fcrit_PWM (= 417 Hz) but is practically
the same as Fcrit_MPC (= 625 Hz).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 11 shows the laboratory test rig for the comparative study.
In all the experimental results, line-to-line (between phase-a
and phase-b) quantities for the capacitor and grid voltages,
and phase-a quantities for the converter and grid currents, are
measured.

FIGURE 11. Laboratory test rig for the grid-connected voltage source
converter with an LCL filter. Both control strategies are tested using the
same test rig under identical experimental setting.

For the experimental FCS-MPC study, weighting factor w2
is set as 0 to 50, in steps of 10. It was found that beyond 50,
the controller becomes highly sensitive to the measurement
accuracy since FCS-MPC is fundamentally trying to regulate
the capacitor voltage in a weak-grid setting, which then leads
to instability in synchronization. Hence, w2 must be detuned
in the experiment for final adoption. The schematic for the
D-PI-PWM control strategy has been shown in Fig. 3, and the
experimental settings are summarized in Table 1. The control
sampling frequency is 2.5 kHz – being close to the average
switching frequency of FCS-MPC scheme (to be detailed in
Section V-E).
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A. ACTIVE DAMPING PERFORMANCE
Capacitor voltage, converter current, grid voltage, and grid
current for FCS-MPC with w2 being 0 and 30 are shown
in Fig. 12 (the case for w2 = 40 will be shown in Fig. 15b).
It clearly demonstrated that at w2 = 0, significant resonance
occurs between the capacitor voltage and grid current while
the converter current exhibits sinusoidal shape, agreeing with
the simulation findings. Since the grid interface is an isolation
transformer, the grid is fundamentally a weak grid and the
grid voltage is to some extent also distorted by the filter
resonance. Upon the activation of cost-function-based active
damping, the resonance can be suppressed.

FIGURE 12. FCS-MPC experiment – w2 is set to (a) 0, (b) 10, (b) 20, and
(c) 30. Legend: (top pairs) capacitor line-to-line voltage vc,ab and
converter phase-a current i1,a; (bottom pairs) grid line-to-line voltage
vg,ab and grid phase-a current i2,a.

On the other hand, Fig. 13 shows the equivalent counterpart
results for D-PI-PWM control strategy. Kad of 10, being
slightly different from the simulation value but is still within
the range recommended by the theoretical study, is used here.
It is shown that prior to the activation of the auxiliary active
damping loop, not only that the capacitor voltage and grid
current contain the high-order resonant harmonics (which
are already higher than that of FCS-MPC), the converter
current is also significantly distorted. This agrees with the
simulation findings and is different from that the behavior
shown by FCS-MPC. This can be explained by the low
bandwidth nature of the main PI-based current controllers,
being about 115 Hz (in theory, determined separately from
the simulation’s closed-loop bode diagram). Upon the activa-
tion of the active compensation, the resonance is suppressed
successfully.

B. TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE
Next, the transient performance of FCS-MPC is shown in
Fig. 14a and a zoomed-in extract is shown in Fig. 14c. The
d-axis grid current reference is first stepped from 0 to 4 A,

FIGURE 13. D-PI-PWM Control’s active damping activation – Kad is
changed from 0 to 10. Legend as in Fig. 12.

FIGURE 14. Transient experiment – (a) FCS-MPC with w2 = 40;
(b) D-PI-PWM control with Kad = 10. i∗2d is first stepped from 0 A to 4 A
and then it is followed by i∗2q being stepped to 0 A to 4 A after two
fundamental cycles. Top plots are the long duration view and bottom
plots are the zoom-in view of a separate recording. Legend as in Fig. 12.

FIGURE 15. Experimental steady-state waveforms for the operating point
of i∗2d = 4 A andi∗2q = 0 A. (a) FCS-MPC with w2 = 40; (b) D-PI-PWM
control with Kad = 10. Legend as in Fig. 12.

then followed by the q-axis grid current reference being
stepped from 0 to 4 A after two fundamental cycles (i.e.
0.04 s). The same has been repeated for D-PI-PWM control
and the result is shown in Figs. 14b and 14d. It can also
be seen that when the current references are zero, the grid
current is indirectly regulated to zero in both control strate-
gies. This verifies the successful compensation of the reactive
power needed by the LCL filter from the VSC. It is revealed
that FCS-MPCproduces excellent transient performancewith
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FIGURE 16. Experimental FFT – frequency spectrum of phase-a (top)
converter and (bottom) grid currents for (a) FCS-MPC and (b) D-PI-PWM
control at the operating point with i2d ∗ = 4 A and i2q∗ = 0 A.

FIGURE 17. Converter currents’ harmonic distribution across the
frequency spectrum. Region R1 is for 0.1 to 1.25 kHz region. From
1.25 kHz onwards, each of the R2 to R7 regions occupies the consecutive
2.5 kHz-wide frequency range, until 11.25 kHz.

practically no overshoot while D-PI-PWM control produces
approximately 40% overshoots. It should be highlighted that
both control strategies adopted the same practical assumption
of adopting zero grid impedance at the design stage. Yet,
the high control bandwidth of FCS-MPC can mitigate any
significant overshoot that could occur during transients.

C. STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE
Steady-state performance is compared next. Fig. 15 shows
the close views of the voltage and current waveforms for the
two control strategies. For all practical purposes, they are
comparable in practice. FFT of the phase-a converter and
grid currents are obtained and displayed in Fig. 16a (FCS-
MPC) and Fig. 16b (D-PI-PWM control). The useful region
for comparison is only up to 10 kHz – being the Nyquist
frequency of FCS-MPC. It is clearly seen that FCS-MPC

FIGURE 18. THD comparison for different operating points at unity power
factor (i.e. i∗2q =0 A): (a) Converter phase-a current; (b) grid phase-a
current.

produces the broad-spectrum switching harmonics while
D-PI-PWM control produces the standard discrete-spectrum
switching harmonics.

In order to gain further insight, the converter current
switching harmonics are further categorized into total har-
monic distortion (THD) values of different frequency regions
and are re-plotted in Fig. 17. These THD values are obtained
by root-squared-sum of all the harmonic components within
the designated regions. RegionR1’s THDvalue is obtained by
taking the square root of the squared sum of all the individual
harmonic components between 100 Hz (i.e. after excluding
the fundamental component) and 1.25 kHz. RegionR2’s THD
value is obtained by taking the square-root of the squared sum
of all the individual harmonic components within 1.25 kHz
and 3.75 kHz; Subsequent regions’ THD values take the
same form for every 2.5 kHz range, until 11.25 kHz. This
analysis clearly reveals that even though FCS-MPC has a
broad switching harmonic spectrum in Region R2, its THD
value is still lower than that of the main switching harmonics
of D-PI-PWM.

The THD performance of the converter- and grid-current
at different loading (i.e. for d-axis grid current’s magnitudes
of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 A) is summarized in Fig. 18. The THD
values are calculated in the same manner as that in Fig. 17.
For all practical purposes, it is clearly shown that both control
strategies have similar load-dependent THD values.

D. ACTIVE DAMPING PERFORMANCE OF FCS-MPC
FOR DIFFERENT LCL PARAMETERS
FCS-MPC has a broad switching-harmonic spectrum, which
makes the selection of LCL parameters and resonance fre-
quency (Fres) somewhat more complex as compared to the
fixed-switching-frequency control counterparts. What fol-
lows uses the average switching frequency (Fsw,average) of
the FCS-MPC as the guideline to determine Fres value.
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TABLE 2. Summary of the comparative assessment.

FIGURE 19. FCS-MPC’s active damping performance for the following
filter parameters (simulation): (a) L1 = 7.35 mH, C = 10 µF, and L2 = 2.94
mH; (b) L1 = 2 mH, C = 10 µF, and L2 = 2 mH. Current reference setting
as in Figs. 6 and 7.

In the preceding investigation, the designed Fres is slightly
above ten times of the fundamental frequency. The

FIGURE 20. VSC’s average switching frequency variation (over 1s period)
as w2 changes from 0 to 50.

Fsw,average/Fres ratio is about four – within the typical
ranges [33]. In order to further validate the robustness of
the FCS-MPC’s cost-function-based active damping feature
(being a less understood subject as compared to the classical
PWM-based counterparts), two other sets of LCL parameters
are further considered here in the simulation studies:
(i) L1 = 7.35 mH, C = 10µF, and L2 = 2.94 mH (Fres ≈

1.1 kHz, Fs = 20 kHz, Fsw,average/Fres ≈ 3.4); and
(ii) L1 = 2 mH, C = 10 µF, and L2 = 2 mH (Fres ≈ 1.6

kHz, Fs = 40 kHz, Fsw,average/Fres ≈ 4.7).
Fs in case (ii) has been changed from 20 kHz to 40 kHz

so that the Fsw,average/Fres ratio is maintained well above
two [33]. If one were to execute case (ii) with Fs = 20 kHz,
the obtained Fsw,average/Fres (through post-simulation analy-
sis) is only about 2.3, which is somewhat too low in prac-
tice. The grid current switching harmonics will be too high
for practical acceptance. Weighting factor w2, which is not
the focus in this subsection, is set empirically as 20. The
steady-state active damping performance for the two cases
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are summarized in Fig. 19. It can be seen that prior to 0.2 s,
the active damping functions as expected. Upon turning off
the active damping feature (i.e. by setting w2 = 0), the grid
current resonates in both cases. This result essentially veri-
fies that the effectiveness of the multivariable-cost-function-
based active damping feature of FCS-MPC can be easily
extended for a wider choice of filter parameters. Moreover,
the converter current waveforms in Fig. 19 exhibit a low
level of resonant components, which once again reflects the
high control bandwidth nature of FCS-MPC in regulating the
converter current – this agrees with the previous findings.

E. OTHERS
FCS-MPC’s average switching frequency is analyzed next.
Four different current references scenarios are implemented
in the experiments, and the averaged switching frequency
(per second) for different w2 values are recorded, as sum-
marized in Fig. 20. It is found that the d-axis and q-axis
grid current references have opposite effects on the average
switching frequency, but the general trend is that as weight-
ing factor w2 increases, the average switching frequency
increases. Since the common operational settings correspond
to the one with unity power factor, i.e. q-axis grid current
being zero, the FCS-MPC’s switching frequency of about
2.5 kHz is chosen as the control/switching frequency for D-
PI-PWM in all previous studies. To conclude the comparative
assessment, most of the considered features are summarized
in Table 2.

VI. CONCLUSION
Finite-control-set model predictive control has recently made
its way into grid-connected applications with active damp-
ing consideration. In this paper, FCS-MPC with cost-
function-based active damping has been compared with
the classical PI-based synchronous current control with
derivative-voltage-based active damping. The active damping
design analysis of FCS-MPC remains in the time-domain
while D-PI-PWM control counter requires the frequency-
domain analysis. Both control schemes required identical
measurement requirements and have been tested in the same
experimental test rig. It is evidenced that the FCS-MPC
scheme is able to produce similar steady-state performance as
the state-of-the-art counterpart. It is also found that the level
of active damping can be intuitively tuned and fast current
tracking is naturally guaranteed in FCS-MPC. In addition,
the delay-compensated FCS-MPC is also found to be stable
at its critical frequency (being Fs/4), somewhat in contrast
to the standard feedback control that are known to dete-
riorate at the critical frequency (being Fs/6, and advanced
robust compensation techniques [11], [12], [14] are rele-
vant). Although the computational effort with respect to the
available computational period under equal (almost) switch-
ing frequency condition is higher in FCS-MPC, but the
continuous advancement of microprocessors has alleviated
this concern. Lastly, this comparative study has essentially
shown that the performance of FCS-MPC on simultaneous

fundamental current and active damping control is compara-
ble with that of the state of the arts. This therefore justifies
the potential of FCS-MPC in this specific application and the
needs for further improvements. Recommended future works
for FCS-MPC improvement include modelling of measure-
ment noise for analytical weighting factor tuning, improving
the broad-spectrum switching harmonics to suit the existing
fixed-switching-frequency LCL filter design guidelines [29],
further investigating the robustness to parameter deviation,
and investigating the unbalanced and high-order harmonic
current tracking performance.
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